Actin cytoskeleton role in the structural response of epithelial (MDCK) cells to low extracellular Ca2+.
Kinetic and stereometric assessment of the mechanical responses of epithelial cells to variations in the concentration of extracellular Ca2+ was carried out in vivo at the single cell level. Continuous monitoring of individual MDCK cells in subconfluent cultures attested to an intense, immediately relaxable, and cytochalasin D-sensitive contraction, equivalent to that seen in confluent monolayers following depletion of external Ca2+ (<0.1 mM). Increasingly greater and less readily reversible contractions were performed upon repeated stimulation with short-term cycles of alternating normal (30 min) and low Ca2+ (30 min) media. Constriction of a narrow horizontal girdle corresponding in position to the major ring-like bundle of actin filaments eventually develops into a deep lateral furrow in intensely contracted cells. Substantial membrane infolding in the contracted state is indicated also by stereometric estimates of apparent bounding surface area. Irrespective of the contracted or relaxed cell condition, rhodamine-phalloidin labeling showed a marginal position of the ring-like bundle of microfilaments and other components of the actin cytoskeleton. These results suggest, contrary to prevalent views, that the actin-myosin system stays associated to the cortex and retains contractile capability in epithelial cells deprived of external Ca2+. Hence, the mechanical responses to variations of Ca2+ may be an overstrained expression of a physiological mechanism.